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Introduction

Explosive weapons, which cause death and injury by projecting blast and fragmentation effects from their point of detonation, have killed and maimed tens of thousands of civilians in Syria since fighting began there in early 2011. Over the course of 2012, the civilian death toll rose sharply, corresponding with a rapid escalation in the size of the explosive weapons being used and their increasing deployment in densely populated urban areas.

Global condemnation of violence in Syria in 2012 has made explicit the link between the dramatic worsening humanitarian situation and the deployment of powerful new weapons, from air strikes and makeshift high explosive barrel bombs, to cluster munitions. Most recently, there have been allegations that inaccurate but extremely powerful Scud missiles were fired by Syrian government forces.

In his 2012 report on the Protection of Civilians in Armed Conflict, the United Nations Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon expressed his concern at the humanitarian impact of explosive weapons, and particularly urged all actors to refrain from using explosive weapons with a wide-area impact in densely populated areas. The particular concern with the civilian harm caused in Syria by explosive weapons that affect wide areas is the focus of this paper and of AOAV’s work as a founding member of the International Network on Explosive Weapons (INEW).

Amongst the standards that may be developed, INEW believes that states and other actors should recognise that explosive weapons with wide area effects should not be used in populated areas. Such wide area effects may be caused by the scale of blast and fragmentation from an individual explosive weapon, the inaccuracy of the delivery of individual weapons, the use of multiple explosive weapons in an area, or a combination of these factors.

Many of the weapons that might be considered as meeting one, a combination, or all of these criteria for having ‘wide-area effects’ have been used in populated areas of Syria during fighting this year, and AOAV’s Explosive Violence Monitoring Project (EVMP) has recorded high numbers of civilian casualties from their use.

---


Weapons with a large explosive content

Certain explosive weapons which contain a large quantity of explosive material produce a particularly devastating wide area effect by projecting blast and fragmentation across a broad scale. These ‘heavy’ weapons have a range of delivery methods and even when equipped with precision guidance systems, due to the inherently large blast radius, pose a threat to all buildings and people in proximity. This threat is compounded by the risk of being killed and injured not only directly by fragmentation and blast waves but also from collapsing buildings that cannot withstand the powerful explosive force. Damage to homes and civilian infrastructure in turn can have serious indirect and longer-term consequences, such as disruption to medical services, loss of homes and livelihoods, and damage or destruction of public transportation and sanitation infrastructure. These types of weapons should never be used in civilian populated areas.

Although sometimes difficult to identify the precise munition used in an attack, a number of incidents of explosive violence in Syria appear to have involved explosive weapons with large explosive content being fired or dropped into populated areas. One of the most notable incidents was the firing of two air-dropped bombs from Syrian Air Force planes in the town of Azaz on 15 August 2012. The bombs killed 46 civilians and injured 200 others. One source reported that “so many were wounded that the local hospital locked its doors, directing residents to drive their injured

---


to the nearby Turkish border for treatment on the other side.” One resident found a fragment of what he claimed was a 500-kilogram bomb that could potentially explain the scale of destruction. A Human Rights Watch (HRW) investigation shortly after the incident found that an entire residential block of around 70 square metres had been flattened by the bombs. HRW condemned the incident arguing “weapons, such as aerial bombs with a large blast radius may be considered indiscriminate when used in populated areas.”

“I was about 100 meters away from the house when I saw the airplane and heard the sound of the bombing and destruction. My three brothers lived here. I buried 12 of my family members today, including my father, my mother, and my sister-my brother’s wife as well. Walid, my brother was cut into pieces. We didn’t recognise him at first. We buried my brother’s children also. The youngest was 40 days old.”

Ahmed, a resident of Azaz

There have also been reports of large shells and bombs being fired from ground-launched weapons like artillery and mortars. On 16 February, a video showed remnants of a 240mm F-864 high explosive mortar bombs found in in the city of Homs. Used as part of the sustained bombardment on the Baba Amr neighbourhood, this munition is the largest mortar bomb known to be in production and weighs 130 kilograms including 32 kilograms of explosive material. This weapon is primarily designed to demolish ‘fortifications and fieldworks’ due to the size of its explosive yield. Such a weapon is clearly unacceptable for use in a populated area among civilian homes.

“Battlefield weapons and munitions - unguided bombs dropped from the air and imprecise artillery shells and mortars which have a wide impact radius and cannot be aimed at specific targets- are now being used daily against residential areas, significantly increasing the number of civilian casualties.”

Amnesty International, 19 September 2012

---


Improvised explosive devices (IEDs) share characteristics common to all explosive weapons, and those that contain large quantities of explosives replicate the effects of other wide-area impact weapons. In the largest single incident recorded by the EVMP in Syria, 55 people were killed and 372 were injured in an attack involving two car bombs in central Damascus on 10 May 2012.\(^{15}\) The Syrian Observatory for Human Rights claimed that the target of the bombing was the nearby military intelligence headquarters.\(^{16}\) However, the bombs appeared to have detonated close to a university facility while students were arriving for lessons. The size of the explosion was such that it destroyed 200 cars, caused the walls of buildings on both sides of the road to collapse, and left a crater which was three meters deep and six meters wide.\(^{17}\) Responsibility for the attack is still disputed.

**Inaccuracy of delivery**

An explosive weapon's tendency to affect a wide area can also come from inaccuracy. If a user of an explosive weapon is unable to control how a munition behaves once fired then they are far less likely to be able to limit or define the area over which the weapon projects blast and fragmentation effects.

Inaccuracy of delivery is a common feature shared by many explosive weapons. The inability of a user to control and limit the impact of explosive weapons on civilians can be influenced by factors including; the range over which weapons are launched, the angle of their trajectory, whether they are guided or not, and whether there is a line-of-sight between a user and target. Of particular concern in this regard are ‘indirect fire’ weapons- those that do not require a clear line-of-sight between the weapon user and the intended target.\(^{18}\) Indirect fire weapons are recognised by many states as less likely to be accurate than their direct fire counterparts, and are therefore particularly problematic for use in populated areas.\(^{19}\) Mortars and long-range rockets are among the explosive weapons that can be fired indirectly.\(^{20}\) Weapons such as these are unsuitable for use in populated
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\(^{15}\) The EVMP defines an incident as the use of an explosive weapon causing a casualty in a period of less than 24 hours. Oliver Holmes and Mariam Karouny, "Syria suicide bombers kill 55, ceasefire in tatters," Reuters, 10 May 2012, www.reuters.com/article/2012/05/10/us-syria-idUSBRE8470020120510 (accessed 19 December 2012).


\(^{17}\) "UK condemns Syria bomb attacks after 55 killed," AFP, posted by Google hosted news, 11 May 2012, www.google.com/hostednews/afp/article/ALeqM5jIlGiHp2O3C-tgAHiaEQNtuPMzOQ?docId=CNG.2aac56872c3060f25517260a8c37baca.131 (accessed 4 December 2012). Responsibility for the attack is disputed; see: "At least 21 dead in Syria bomb blast," DPA, posted by The Sydney Morning Herald, 21 April 2012,

\(^{18}\) www.google.com/hostednews/afp/article/ALeqM5jIlGiHp2O3C-tgAHiaEQNtuPMzOQ?docId=CNG.2aac56872c3060f25517260a8c37baca.131 (accessed 4 December 2012). Responsibility for the attack is disputed; see: "At least 21 dead in Syria bomb blast," DPA, posted by The Sydney Morning Herald, 21 April 2012,


areas where the consequences of missing an intended target by even a small margin would likely mean the death and injury of civilians living nearby.

Multiple launch rocket systems (MLRS), which last year caused widespread devastation in fighting in Libya, have also been used in Syria. These weapons function by firing large numbers of rockets simultaneously or in quick succession. On 26 July, 16 people were killed when a salvo of such rockets was reportedly fired from multiple launchers at an apartment block in the Damascus suburb of Yalda. Five children and four women were among the dead.

Syrian government forces are known to have two principal types of MLRS in deployment, the most common of which is the 122mm BM21 ‘Grad’ rocket launcher. In December 2012, it was reported that the increasing use of Grad rockets by Syrian government forces marked a distinct escalation in the conflict.

Grad rockets have a range of up to 20km and up to 40 rockets are fired from launchers over a period of twenty seconds. The basic Grad rocket is three metres long, weighs 60kg, and its warhead contains 2,280 fragments as it begins to explode. It is unguided, and once fired, these high explosive rockets land in salvos across a wide area. The M-21 OF warhead, which is the basic explosive section of a rocket, can cover a lethal area of 1,050 square metres.

The other prominent rocket launcher in the Syrian government’s arsenal is the Type-63 which can fire up to 12 rockets at a time over a maximum range of 10km. At that maximum range, 80 per cent

23 “Syria conflict: Troops ‘mass before Aleppo battle’,” BBC, 26 July 2012, www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-18994124 (accessed 29 November 2012). This is also reported by the Center for Documentation of Violations in Syria (VDC), which reports 17 people killed in Yalda on 26 July 2012, see bit.ly/2HNzXO (accessed 18 December 2012).
of the rockets fall within an area measuring 150 x 200m.\textsuperscript{29} This is significantly larger than the dimensions of the average football pitch, and means that virtually two rockets in every salvo will fall wider than even that expanse. Each of the individual rockets contains a warhead that scatters more than 1,000 fragments across a lethal radius of 12.5m.\textsuperscript{30}

These rocket systems are not built with accuracy in mind as they are ‘area-effect’ weapons, designed to swamp massed infantry in an open battle-field.\textsuperscript{31} The individual rockets cannot be directed once fired and are notoriously inaccurate.\textsuperscript{32} The capacity of these weapons to shower powerful munitions over a wide area makes them entirely inappropriate for use in populated areas. US Field Manuals warn that “Rockets are inherently less precise than cannon projectiles [artillery shells (themselves of significant concern in this regard)]. “They have a much larger CEP [Circular Error Probable] are therefore much less predictable.[sic]”\textsuperscript{33} The US manuals explicitly state that MLRS should not be used within 2km of friendly forces, due to the danger of being hit as a result of the inaccuracy of the munitions.\textsuperscript{34} In a review of declassified military doctrine, the US Center for Army Lessons Learned counselled in 2002 that this meant that MLRS launchers should not be positioned in ‘built-up’ areas.\textsuperscript{35}

While the use of long-range rocket launchers has been reported in the sustained shelling of areas of cities such as Homs and Aleppo, it is rare that these weapons have been reported in isolation or as the sole weapon used in incidents that have caused civilian casualties. Grad rockets were clearly reported on 8 February 2012, when at least 50 people were killed in Homs in a barrage that also included heavy mortar fire, artillery, and tank shelling.\textsuperscript{36} At least 23 buildings in the Baba Amr district were completely destroyed, and several medical staff were severely injured including a Red Cross worker who lost both legs in one explosion.\textsuperscript{37} From media reporting, the pattern of rocket use in populated areas is strongly associated with the parallel use of mortars, artillery and tank shells, and similar explosive weapons, thus compounding their wide area effects.\textsuperscript{38}

\textsuperscript{32} During the fighting in Libya in 2011 for example, Peter Bouckaert, the Emergencies Director at Human Rights Watch, said “The Soviet-made Grad in particular is one of the world’s most inaccurate rocket systems and should never be fired in areas with civilians.” Human Rights Watch, “Libya: Indiscriminate Attacks Kill Civilians,” 17 April 2011, www.hrw.org/news/2011/04/17/libya-indiscriminate-attacks-kill-civilians (accessed 17 December 2012).
\textsuperscript{33} “Chapter 3: Employment,” Headquarters, Department of the Army, “Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures for Multiple Launch Rocket System (MLRS) Operations,” Field Manual 6-60, 23 April 1996, http://library.enlisted.info/field-manuals/series-1/FM6_60/CHAP3.PDF (accessed 19 December 2012). Circular error probable (CEP) is one measure of a weapons’ accuracy, defined by the UK Ministry of Defence as “an indicator of the dispersion of a weapon system and can be used as a factor in determining safety distances and the probable damage to a target. One CEP is the radius of the circle within which half of the weapons are expected to fall or have warhead impact.” The US manuals explicitly state that MLRS should not be used within 2km of friendly forces, due to the danger of being hit as a result of the inaccuracy of the munitions.\textsuperscript{34} In a review of declassified military doctrine, the US Center for Army Lessons Learned counselled in 2002 that this meant that MLRS launchers should not be positioned in ‘built-up’ areas.\textsuperscript{35}
\textsuperscript{37} “Dozens dead in Syria as UN mulls observer mission,” AFP, posted by Google hosted news, 8 February 2012, www.google.com/nickednews/afp/article/AlEqM5hQlR5sTaE37sCwiBkqAP-SYMDAQ.docid=CNG.f6157797eeccbedaead1c6523011e00.d1 (accessed 18 December 2012).
\textsuperscript{38} Of those incidents in Syria recorded by the EVMP as ‘Multiple Explosive Weapons’ (i.e. where a combination of different explosive weapons are used together and it is not possible from reporting to attribute casualties to each munition), rockets were clearly reported on 17 occasions. They were involved in 27% of the Multiple Explosive Weapons incidents recorded in Syria, which account for 41% of the civilian casualties caused in such incidents.
“Since dawn the shelling has been extremely intense and they are using rockets and mortars. They have destroyed all infrastructure and bombed water tanks and electricity poles. The humanitarian situation is extremely dire and food is lacking.”

Omar Shaker, Homs resident and activist, 8 February 2012

The use of explosive weapons with wide-margins of error within populated areas should be of enormous concern wherever it occurs. The deaths and injuries of civilians in Syria demonstrate that inaccuracy of delivery translates to an inability to protect civilians by appropriately controlling the effects of explosive weapons. The threat to civilians of death and injury is far too high if these weapons cannot be directed with confidence towards their objective, and the implications of even a narrow miss of one explosive munition in a place filled with civilians and civilian buildings are likely to be dramatic and appalling.

**Multiple explosive weapons**

Another common factor contributing to the wide area impact of explosive weapons is the firing of multiple munitions into an area. This can include both weapons like multiple launch rocket systems (MLRS) or cluster bombs which result in the firing of a group of munitions nearly simultaneously in order to saturate an area, or the tactic of using multiple different explosive weapons in combination, sometimes over a sustained period of time. The major cities of Damascus, Homs, Aleppo, and Idlib have all suffered from this tactic. The large numbers of munitions involved multiplies the risk of both immediate and long-term harm from blast and fragmentation effects. There is a general recognition of the danger that the use of multiple explosive weapons with wide area impacts poses to civilians and there is already an existing prohibition on attacks which involve ‘bombardment’ of a civilian area. Cluster munitions, notorious for their wide-area footprint and ability to scatter large numbers of submunitions, have subsequently been banned by the international community as inhumane.

Perhaps unsurprisingly, data collected by the EVMP on reports of explosive violence in Syria indicates that attacks described in media reports as ‘shelling’ or as involving the use of multiple types of explosive weapons in a single incident were responsible for the most civilian casualties. Of those incidents involving multiple explosive weapons, 77% of civilian casualties were caused by ground launched explosive weapons like artillery, mortars, and rockets.

---

39 Omar Shaker activist and resident of Homs, quoted in “Dozens dead in Syria as UN mulls observer mission,” AFP, posted by Google hosted news, 8 February 2012, www.google.com/hostednews/afp/article/ALeqM5hQlt5aTjdE37sClwIBkaP-SYMdAQ?docId=CNs.fI1b57797eecddeaead14c623011e00.d1 (accessed 18 December 2012).


One of the most high profile incidents in Syria was the siege of the Baba Amr suburb of Homs in February this year. In one day alone on 21 February, 21 people were killed and 340 were wounded by an artillery barrage across Homs by Syrian government forces.\textsuperscript{42} The intensity of the bombardment was such that the Syrian Network for Human Rights said at least 250 shells and rockets had hit the suburb in one morning.\textsuperscript{43} Omar Shaker, a local activist, reported that at one point shells were falling at a rate of around ten per minute.\textsuperscript{44} Bombardment on such a scale took a horrific toll on residents of the city who will continue to suffer from its impacts. An analysis of satellite images of the neighbourhood of Baba Amr on 25 February found 640 buildings with visible damage, though the actual number is likely to be higher because the images do not show the sides of those buildings hit by explosive weapons.\textsuperscript{45}
"On February 23 I was in my house when the whole building shook as if an earthquake had happened. I looked outside the building and saw that a rocket went through the building adjacent to mine, completely demolishing the roof. Seconds later, another rocket hit the same building destroying the second floor, and a few seconds later, a third rocket destroyed the first and ground floor. In three to four minutes the building had fully collapsed. I directly went outside to see if anyone survived. I pulled one woman but she had no legs. Her legs were cut off. As I was trying to remove another wounded person, the building on the other side of the street was hit by a rocket. The rocket’s shrapnel injured my legs and neck. I was transferred to the field hospital but they couldn’t remove the shrapnel from my neck. So they transferred me to Lebanon."  

Resident of Baba Amr in Homs, interview with Human Rights Watch, 2 March 2012  

The use of cluster munitions has been increasingly reported during the violence in Syria. In one particularly harmful incident at least ten children were killed in an air strike on the town of Deir al-‘Assafeer near Damascus. An analysis of a video of the incident suggested that at least three RBK-250/275 AO-SCh bombs were used, each containing around 150 anti-personnel fragmentation bomblets. These bomblets create a destructive footprint of 4,800 square meters. The danger posed by cluster munitions is increased by the large quantity of unexploded munitions that they produce. One resident reported that up to 70 unexploded bomblets had been found after the attack. Like MLRS, cluster munitions are primarily designed as ‘area-effect weapons’ designed for use against massed troops in open areas and are capable of saturating a wide area with blast and fragmentation effects. Their use in populated areas where civilians are likely to be present or to return to is particularly inhumane, as the Syrian playground incident shows.

Conclusion

The ongoing violence in Syria demonstrates the importance of reconsidering the acceptability of using explosive weapons that have a wide area impact in civilian areas. The recent allegations of use of ballistic missiles by the Syrian government forces on their own population suggests a further deterioration of civilian security and yet another threat to their protection.

Given the harm of explosive weapons with a wide area impact documented in Syria there also are serious questions as to whether these attacks are illegal under International Humanitarian Law. Further research should be carried out to determine whether any of the incidents above are violations of IHL provisions around the use of explosive force; for example, if they either failed to

---

take appropriate care to spare the civilian population from harm, treated an area containing a concentration of civilians as a single target, or failed to apply the principles of distinction and proportion. However, the demonstrated inability of the legal status quo to prevent this pattern of harm indicates the need to develop new standards around the use of wide area explosive weapons and so greatly enhance civilian protection.

AOAV, as a founding member of the International Network on Explosive Weapons, calls on states and other actors to:

1) Acknowledge that the use of explosive weapons in populated areas tends to cause severe harm to individuals and communities and furthers suffering by damaging vital infrastructure;

2) Strive to avoid such harm and suffering in any situation, review and strengthen national policies and practices on use of explosive weapons and gather and make available relevant data;

3) Work for full realisation of the rights of victims and survivors;

4) Develop stronger international standards, including certain prohibitions and restrictions on the use of explosive weapons in populated areas.